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America's bestselling cookbook presents an indispensable,
timeless gift that is perfect for any bride. Included are all the
recipes, tips, and information from the "New Cookbook, 12th
edition," plus a special bonus chapter created especially for
newlyweds, more than 750 photos and more.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to
the 1900's and before, are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.
Since 1930, the Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book has
been a trusted staple in kitchens across America. The 17th
edition is fully updated and revised to reflect both the best of
today's food trends and time-tested classics. With more than
1,000 recipes and a photo for each one, the book covers both
traditional dishes such as Brownies and new favorites like Cold
Brew Coffee. This newest edition has a fresh organization to
reflect how we cook today–recipes have flavor variations,
options to swap out ingredients, and ways to make them
healthier. Clear directions and how-to photos teach
techniques; identification photos clarify the broad range of
today's ingredients; charts for meat and poultry give at-aglance cooking times; and “cheat sheets” throughout present
information in easy-to-access bites.
A complete, step-by-step guide to fresh flavors for home
canning and preserving Home canning and preserving is
growing in popularity every day. It's easy and a great way to
get the most from your backyard garden or farmer's market
finds so that you can enjoy seasonal bounty all year long. This
follow-up to Better Homes and Gardens You Can Can, gives you
fresh, new flavor ideas and combinations to spice up your
canning and preserving. Better Homes and Gardens Can It!
brings canning and preserving to a whole new level, perfect for
new canners looking for contemporary ideas as well as
experienced canners wanting to expand their recipes. Full of
delicious recipes and hands-on instruction, as well as gorgeous
photography, this is the book you want to add new excitement
to canning fruits and vegetables! Includes more than 100
recipes with simple instructions for success Features 140
beautiful full-color photographs that showcase the recipes and
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provide instruction Bonus chapter of food gifts with simple
packaging ideas For today's growing number of do-ityourselfers and home cooks who embrace the benefits inseason produce, Better Homes and Gardens Can It! is the
source for fresh, new canning and preserving ideas.
New Cottage Style
Pen Drawing
Decorating Ideas for Casual, Comfortable Living
New Cook Book
Decorating Book
All aspects of home landscaping and gardening are illustrated
and described for the amateur gardener.
This all-new and gorgeous edition of Better Homes and Gardens
Baking (the first major all-purpose BH&G baking title published
since 1998) is a compendium of irresistible cookies, brownies,
cakes, pies, cobblers, pastries, and breads—from everyday sweets
to special-occasion show-stoppers. It has everything you need to
bake fuss-free and with delicious results for bake sales, cookie
swaps, birthday parties, holiday tables, or just because you’re
in the mood to bake. You'll find: More than 400 recipes for
luscious baked goods such as Cinnamon Rolls (with four fun shape
variations), Raspberry French Silk Pie Bars, and Herbed Boule
More than 250 photos showcase the recipes and clarify techniques
Chapter-opener features with classic recipes that teach secrets
to baking success Make-It-Mine recipes with choices to help you
adapt to your taste, convenience, and occasion Make-It-Mini
guides to help bakers turn out scrumptious sweets in smaller
sizes This will surely be the go-to baking reference and
inspiration for years to come.
Features more than six hundred kitchen-tested recipes,
nutritional analyses, and step-by-step directions
This is the handy comb-bound edition of "Better Homes and
Gardens New Cook Book, "16th Edition, the tried-and-true kitchen
resource for generations of cooks. Since its first publication
in 1930, it has been the go-to cookbook in millions of homes
across America; from scrambling eggs to baking the perfect pie
to making Herb-Roasted Chicken for a family dinner, this is the
book people turn to. "
American Christmas Crafts and Foods
New Garden Book
More than 400 Heartwarming Dishes from Dips to Desserts
Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book
Better Homes and Gardens Baking
Cook fresh and flavorful meals in 30 minutes--or less--with inventive
recipes from Better Homes and Gardens
Provides directions for making simple beverages, desserts, main dishes,
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salads, sandwiches, and vegetables, and includes more than three
hundred original, vintage illustrations and full-color photos from the issue
published in 1955.
Achieve a casual, easy living style "Cottage" is a perennially popular
decorating style, with the flexibility to adapt to changing tastes over the
decades. It's associated with comfort, simplicity, and family-friendliness,
and allows for a great deal of personalization. This all-new edition of New
Cottage Style is packed with decorating ideas and inspiration to achieve a
cottage look that's clean, simple, and light—all from the experts at Better
Homes and Gardens. Completely updated, New Cottage Style shows you
what cottage style means today, with new interpretations that keep it
fresh, different, and current. You'll discover the secrets to creating
harmony and simplicity with paint, furniture, fabrics, and accessories.
Examples of homes in a variety of settings—the country, the beach, the
city, and suburbia—will inspire you to bring cottage style to your own
home, wherever you happen to live. Shows you how cottage-style décor
can be beautiful in any room Gorgeous full-color photos depict a wide
variety of cottage-style homes Expert advice helps you interpret what
makes a cottage-style space work and gives you ideas for implementing it
in your home Who doesn't want to achieve a casual, easy lifestyle? New
Cottage Style gives you practical ideas and decorating techniques to
create a comfortable getaway look in any living space.
Color photos and text cover furniture selection, color schemes, fabrics,
room arranging, lighting, windows, walls, and floor treatments.
Better Homes and Gardens New Complete Guide to Home Repair &
Improvement
Better Homes and Gardens New Junior Cookbook
Better Homes and Gardens New Decorating Book
New Decorating Book
Anna Karenina
Better Homes and Gardens New Cook BookFood Gifts from Your KitchenWiley
Provides instruction for over five hundred home projects
Illustrated directions for making simple beverages, desserts, main dishes, salads, and
vegetables, for planning menus, and for using kitchen equipment.
You'll never run out of easy family-pleasing meal ideas with this massive collection of onedish recipes New in the Ultimate series, The Ultimate Casseroles Book offers hundreds of
ideas that make dinner a breeze with one-dish recipes that take the hard work out of preptime and clean-up. These recipes suit every occasion with old-fashioned comfort foods like
macaroni and cheese and modern fare like Baked Risotto with Sausage and Artichokes,
from a quick weeknight spaghetti bake to a fancy egg strata for brunch. Packed with more
than 400 hearty one-dish meals and more than 300 beautiful full-color photos, The Ultimate
Casseroles Book is a great resource at a great price. The book features more than 400
recipes, including comfort food favorites, classic casseroles, and modern dishes fit for
family meals or group gatherings 300 gorgeous photos and an inviting design make every
page inspiring and easy to follow Special features include a guide to bakeware, a Casserole
Master Plan chart for planning menus, a bonus chapter on transforming yesterday's
leftovers into tonight's casserole, and much more Whether you're looking for a quick and
easy way to get dinner on the table or want to enjoy home-cooked casseroles even better
than what mom used to make, this is the ultimate guide to casseroles of every kind.
Better Homes and Gardens Handyman's Book
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More than 350 Recipes Plus Tips and Techniques
How to Plan Colors and Furnishings That Reflect the Personality of Your Family
The Ultimate Casseroles Book

A married woman falls blindly in love with a handsome
military officer. Happy families are all alike; every
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way. States Leo Tolstoy
in his great modern novel of an adulterous affair set
against the backdrop of Moscow and St. Petersburg high
society in the later half of the nineteenth century. A
sophisticated woman who is respectably married to a
government bureaucrat, Anna begins a passionate, allconsuming involvement with a rich army officer. Refusing to
conduct a discreet affair, she scandalizes society by
abandoning both her husband and her young son for Count
Vronsky--with tragic consequences. Running parallel is the
story of the courtship and marriage of Konstantin Levin (the
melancholy nobleman who is Tolstoy's stand-in) and Princess
Kitty Shcherbatsky.
For all skill levels, here is information on yards, gardens,
soil, fertilizer, watering, tools, and more.
Provides healthful, low-calorie recipes for casseroles,
sandwiches, salads, soups, vegetables, pasta, meat, fish,
omelets, crepes, quiches, snacks, and desserts
Features more than one thousand kitchen-tested recipes, menu
suggestions, nutritional analyses, and step-by-step
directions
New Baking Book
The New Decorating Book
Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book, 16th Edition
For the Hostess and Host of Tomorrow
Better Homes and Gardens Complete Guide to Gardening
Features more than 1,400 recipes, including dishes with an ethnic flare, vegetarian
appeal, and twenty-minute preparation time, nutrition facts, expanded cooking tips, and
quick reference symbols.
Barbecue lovers will rejoice! This is the definitive guide to grilling, with everything cooks
need to know, from the basics to the secrets of master grillers. Recipes include main
dishes and sauces, appetizers, side dishes, even desserts.Cooking directions for
charcoal and gas grills and smokers.Hundreds of timesaving tips. Color photos. Useful
charts.Preparation and grilling times and nutrition information for every kitchen-tested
recipe.
The updated and revised edition of America's favorite cookbook, plus a bonus section of
food gifts for year-round giving The Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book has been
an American favorite since 1930, selling 40 million copies through fourteen editions. This
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new food gifts edition includes the complete 15th Edition as well as inspiring projects for
creating personalized food gifts that are sure to charm friends and family. Each of the
projects shown includes two recipes perfectly suited to tuck inside each package idea,
making this the perfect book for gift-givers who love to cook. Contains 30 new creative
package ideas that are easy and fun to create Showcases projects that use easy-to-find
materials and include step-by-step instructions for success Provides how-to photos for
recipes and craft ideas that require more description for success Includes 60 new recipes
for projects, including cookies and bars, breads, cupcakes, jams, jellies, casseroles,
soups, and much more Features the entire 15th Edition of the New Cook Book
This reliable, easy-to-use cookbook is packed with 1,200 recipes, simple cooking
instructions, vital information on ingredients and methods, and mouthwatering full-color
photographs of dishes both in progress and on the plate
Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book, 17th Edition
Better Homes and Gardens Decorating Book
Better Homes and Gardens Junior Cook Book
Better Homes and Gardens
Better Homes and Garden New Cook Book

Earth Day celebrates our beautiful planet and calls us to
act on its behalf. Some people spend the day planting
flowers or trees. Others organize neighborhood clean-ups,
go on nature walks, or make recycled crafts. Readers will
discover how a shared holiday can have multiple traditions
and be celebrated in all sorts of ways.
Offers recipes for holiday cookies, cakes, breads, and
meals, and presents instructions for making dolls, toys,
puppets, ornaments, quilts, and wall hangings
This new and fully revised edition of the beloved New
Junior Cookbook is the perfect way to introduce children
ages 6 to 10 to the rules of the kitchen and successful
cooking. The book begins with the framework needed for
navigating the kitchen––safety is always first. Then recipe
chapters that cover breakfast, brunch, supper, snacks, and
desserts draw in children with their colorful and whimsical
illustrations. All recipes in this edition are new, and are
nutritious without sacrificing great taste. Throughout,
kids learn the message that good food fuels the body, and
the recipes, tips, and hints hone that message. Each recipe
is easy to follow, with a simple-to-read ingredient list, a
list of tools needed, and a step-by-step method. In
addition, there are food swaps in recipes, turning kids
from picky eaters into chefs who customize their food as
they please. Full nutrition, including grams of sugar, is
included in every recipe.
Discusses landscaping, lawns, groundcovers, trees, shrubs,
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vines, greenhouses, and insect and disease control, with
over four hundred how-to-illustrations and photographs
Celebrating the Promise
Charcoal, Gas, Smokers, Indoor Grills, Rotisseries
New Cook Book Bridal Edition
Food Gifts from Your Kitchen
Better Homes and Gardens New Family Medical Guide
Take a walk down memory lane with this 1950s decorating classic, re-released for a whole new
generation The year is 1956. America is a mere decade past World War II. Richard Nixon is next in
command to President Dwight Eisenhower, the Dow Jones soars above 500, and Norma Jean Mortenson
legally changes her name to Marilyn Monroe. Two words described the decade, as John Updike wrote in
the short story “When Everyone Was Pregnant”: Fear and gratitude. And during this boom period,
grateful young families thrilled to find themselves homeowners after the uncertainty of the Great
Depression followed by a second Great War. Those empty rooms needed filling in order to make the
house a home, and homeowners turned to the iconic Better Homes and Gardens brand. Better Homes and
Gardens Decorating Book, the first edition of a title that would spawn ten editions over the years, became
the new home bible for injecting class, style (and the occasional misguided cowboy wallpaper) into
American homes. While exploring numerous styles, the main theme of the book is the on-trend midcentury modern sensibility, a style as appropriate today as it was six decades ago when the book was
initially released. Filled with hundreds of full-color period photos, dozens of adorable illustrations, and
decorating tips and tricks that are both helpful and nostalgic, the book remains a fun classic. With this
welcome hardcover release, reproduced exactly as it looked and read in the 1950s, everything old is new
again.
If you could buy only one decorating book, this should be it. Based on the Better Homes and Gardens
signature do-your-own-thing decorating philosophy, this is four books in one:
Better Homes & Gardens celebrates its 100th anniversary with this expanded edition of the "red plaid"
cookbook, a trusted staple in kitchens across America since 1930. All-new chapters look back at the
history of Better Homes & Gardens, including a "Behind the Kitchen Door" feature about America's first
test kitchen, and a "Then & Now" section comparing original classics to updated recipes influenced by
flavor and current food trends. With more than 1,000 recipes and a photo for each one, the book covers
traditional dishes such as Brownies and new favorites like Cold Brew Coffee. This edition maintains
fresh organization to reflect how we cook today: recipes have flavor variations, options to swap out
ingredients, and ways to make dishes healthier. Clear directions and how-to photos teach techniques;
identification photos clarify the broad range of today's ingredients; charts for meat and poultry give at-aglance cooking times; and "cheat sheets" throughout present information in easy-to-access bites. Perfect
for today's kitchens, the book is a handy, lay-flat hardcover.
In addition to the inspiring Pink Section—the Promise for the Cure chapter—this limited edition contains
the all-new complete Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book 14th edition, with more than 1,400
mouthwatering recipes and 800 beautiful photos. Celebrity cookbook authors including Paula Deen,
Sandra Lee, Lidia Bastianich, Sara Moulton, Pam Anderson, Joanne Weir, Nathalie Dupree, Mary Sue
Milliken, and Susan Feniger share a recipe and some special words about this important cause. The Pink
Section includes more than 70 delicious, all-new recipes that feature fresh foods associated with reducing
the risk of cancer, plus nearly 60 color photos. Warm, witty inspiring quotes pepper these pink pages to
reveal the strength and humanity of women across the nation. A unique section focusing on the benefits
of a strong mind, body, and spirit connection. The mission of the Komen for the Cure is to eradicate
breast cancer as a life-threatening disease through research, education, screening, and treatment. For
more information, please contact the Komen for the Cure at 1.800.I'M AWARE® or www.komen.org
Earth Day
New Dieter's Cook Book
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The New Grilling Book
Fast, Fresh Meals in 30 Minutes
Better Homes and Gardens New Cookbook

One of the best-selling cookbooks of all time, updated for a new
generation of home cooks. Few books have stood the test of time
like the Betty Crocker Cookbook; none have kept up as well with
the times and how people cook today. Classic meets contemporary
in the 12th edition, with 1,500 recipes, all from scratch, over
one-third new, and more than 1,000 photos. This one-stop
resource bursts with kitchen information and guidance as only
Betty Crocker can deliver. Learn to make a lattice crust, master
a braise, can pickles, and even debone a fish via hundreds of
how-to photos. Discover new ingredients organized by region,
such as Middle Eastern or Indian, in vibrant ID photos. New and
expanded chapters on one-dish meals, beverages, DIY foods, whole
grains, and vegetarian cooking reflect what today’s budding
cooks want to eat, as do recipes such as Baba Ganoush, Short Rib
Ragu, Pho, Korean Fried Chicken, Cold-Brew Iced Coffee,
Cauliflower Steaks, Smoked Beef Brisket, Quinoa Thumbprint
Cookies, and Doughnuts. And complete nutrition is included with
every recipe.
Offers guidance in selecting and arranging furniture and
accessories as well as choosing color schemes and creating a
personalized environment
Includes recipes with detailed instructions for making
breakfasts, snacks, sandwiches, main dishes, and desserts.
A revised and updated edition of the flagship guide from the
authorities on home decorating The Better Homes and Gardens New
Decorating Book has been the decorating resource readers have
turned to for more than half a century. Like its predecessors,
the Tenth Edition features solid instruction, hundreds of
examples, and clear interpretation of design guidelines that
generations of readers have come to expect. But this new edition
of the classic decorating book also reflects today's approach to
decorating—mixing styles for personal expression with an
awareness of budget. Organized in two parts, the first section
is filled with room-by-room decorating guides and home tours to
cover broad sweeps of decorating topics. The second section is
organized by integral design topic: color, furniture
arrangement, flooring, lighting, etc. Plus, inviting photography
is complemented by workbook-style illustrations to help novice
decorators understand the application of design concepts to
specific rooms. Advice for making smart color choices What you
need to know about mixing colors and patterns How to select and
hang window treatments Ways to make smart use of wall art The
essentials on color theory Trade secrets and tips from real
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designers Whether you're a new homeowner, an apartment dweller,
or looking to spruce up any tired space, Better Homes and
Gardens New Decorating Book shows you how to give a real home
high-impact style—without breaking the bank.
Gargoyles
Better Homes and Gardens Quick Homemade
Better Homes and Gardens Can It!
An Illustrated Treatise
Better Homes and Gardens New Junior Cook Book
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